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PREFACE

This AICPA Consulting Services practice aid is one in a series devoted to the consulting services
most often provided to a CPA’s small business clients. Even though the same services may be provided
to large-volume clients, experience has indicated that providing advice and assistance to small, closely
held businesses often involves different considerations. Small businesses frequently do not find it cost
effective to have the breadth of financial and accounting expertise present in larger businesses.
Therefore, the nature and depth of the practitioner’s gathering and analysis of information may differ
when providing services to small and large businesses. Most important, the plans, finances, and desires
of the small business owner may have a significant impact on the current and future operations of the
business, and the practitioner must consider them when providing advice and assistance.
Small Business Consulting Practice Aids do not purport to include everything a practitioner needs
to know or do in providing a specific type of service. Furthermore, since engagement circumstances
differ, the practitioner’s professional judgment may cause him or her to conclude that an approach
described in a particular practice aid is inappropriate.
Although these practice aids often deal with aspects of consulting services knowledge in the context
of a consulting engagement, they are also intended to be useful to practitioners who provide advice on
the same subjects in the form of a consultation. Consulting services engagements and consultations are
defined in the Statement on Standards for Consulting Services (SSCS) issued by the AICPA.
For members employed in industry and government, Small Business Practice Aids contain
information that may be useful in providing internal advice and assistance to management.
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14/100 ASSISTING CLIENTS IN DEVELOPING CREDIT AND COLLECTIONS POLICIES

14/105 INTRODUCTION
.01
The most important factor in a business’s survival is adequate cash flow. It is not enough
for a business to induce the consumer to choose its product over that of its competitor. The
product must also be paid for. Therefore, a business that sells on credit must use viable credit
and collections policies and procedures, monitor their effectiveness continuously, and revise them
in response to economic and regulatory changes.
.02
Few small businesses have formal credit and collections policies and procedures.
Management often extends credit without considering various credit and collections issues. If
policies and procedures do exist, they may be unwritten, thus making it difficult to apply them
uniformly to all customers. Properly written policies, however, can improve cash collection on
sales. The improved cash flow can provide a higher rate of return to the owners or generate
additional cash with which businesses can expand their operations.
.03
Practitioners routinely encounter a variety of credit and collections practices while serving
their clients. Practitioners’ own experiences with their firms’ operations also contribute to an
understanding of the credit and collections process. With this experience and their knowledge
of a client’s operations, practitioners are well suited to help in developing or reviewing a client’s
credit and collections policies and procedures. A successful conclusion to such an engagement
can result in a financially stronger client and additional consulting engagements.
14/110 SCOPE OF THIS PRACTICE AID
.01
This practice aid describes how practitioners can help clients create credit and collections
policies and procedures or evaluate those already in existence. It will help the practitioner to
evaluate or develop credit and collections controls by—
•

Identifying the sources and types of credit and collections engagements.

•

Discussing ways to create an awareness in clients of the need to control credit and
collections.

•

Describing ways to identify opportunities for follow-up engagements.

¶ 14/110.01
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.02
This practice aid will also help the practitioner to review or develop credit and collections
controls by—
•

Identifying planning and control considerations.

•

Discussing items to consider during the review and analysis of client information.

•

Reviewing methods of communicating and implementing the results of the engagement.

.03

Finally, this practice aid will acquaint the practitioner with such issues as—

•

Evaluation of personal and commercial customer creditworthiness.

•

Employment of a credit manager.

•

Credit insurance.

•

Discounts, finance charges, and other payment terms.

•

The use of a collection agency.

•

Credit card processing.

14/115 TYPICAL ENGAGEMENT SITUATIONS
.01
Practitioners routinely become involved in the problems encountered by businesses that
sell on credit. When engaged in financial statement preparation, tax planning, consulting
services, and other activities, practitioners may become aware of deficient credit and collection
policies. The practitioner may acquire enough evidence to suggest to the client an engagement
to develop or review credit and collections policies and procedures. In other cases, an
engagement may result when management becomes concerned with the general condition of the
business or with credit and collections specifically and seeks a practitioner’s advice.
.02
The practitioner can promote credit and collections engagements in several ways. One
method is to prepare a comparative-ratio analysis of client financial statements along with each
set of compiled statements. When ratios related to credit and collections appear to be
unacceptable, the practitioner can suggest an investigation into the causes. Another method is
to present complimentary information seminars in which the practitioner provides enough
information to enable clients and their guests to appreciate the complexity of credit and collections
and seek guidance through an engagement. The successful application of these methods should
also increase referrals.

¶ 14/110.02
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14/120 ENGAGEMENT OBJECTIVES AND BENEFITS
.01
An engagement to develop credit and collections policies and procedures has three main
objectives. The first is to identify the existing credit and collections policies and procedures.
To accomplish this objective, the practitioner conducts an extensive survey of the client’s manuals
and interviews personnel to obtain answers to the following general questions:
•

What are the client’s policies on granting credit to customers?

•

What procedures ensure that the granting of credit complies with the client’s policies?

•

What are the client’s policies on the collection of accounts receivable?

•

What procedures ensure that the collection of accounts receivable complies with the
client’s policies?

.02
The second objective is to evaluate and, if necessary, revise the current credit and
collections policies and procedures. The practitioner accomplishes this objective by first
determining the client’s credit and collections goals, then identifying the policies that will most
likely allow the client to meet those goals. Finally, the practitioner develops the procedures
necessary to execute the policies.
.03
The third objective is to document and implement the revised credit and collections
policies and procedures.
.04
The achievement of these objectives will benefit the client in several ways. The
management of credit and collections processes will be efficient and effective. Cash flow will
improve with the proper matching of credit granting and collections efforts. Customer relations
will improve because of better client-customer communications about the granting of credit and
payment expectations.

14/125 ENGAGEMENT ACCEPTANCE CONSIDERATIONS
.01
The practitioner should conduct a preliminary survey before accepting a credit and
collections engagement. The purpose of the survey is to determine the scope of the work to be
done, the nature of the client’s business and personnel, and the ability of the practitioner to
perform such an engagement. The results of the preliminary survey will provide the basis for
planning the engagement approach and preparing an engagement proposal.
.02
The practitioner usually conducts the preliminary survey during an informal meeting with
management and key credit and collections personnel. In gathering information about the client’s
credit and collections activities, the practitioner should obtain answers to the following significant
questions:
a.

Within what industry does the business operate?

¶ 14/125.02
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b.

What are the client’s products or services and related operations?

c.

Does the client currently sell on credit?

d.

What is the organizational structure (formal and informal) of management and credit and
collections personnel?

e.

Are the current credit and collections policies and procedures documented?

f.

What are the capabilities and limitations of personnel involved in the credit and collections
process?

g.

What is the nature of the client’s accounting and billingsystem?

h.

What are the client’s ratios in the following areas forthe most recent accounting period
and the past five fiscal years?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounts receivable aging
Accounts receivable turnover
Allowance for bad debts to accounts receivable
Credit sales to total sales
Days credit sales outstanding
Collection efficiency formula
Bad debts expense to total credit sales

i.

What are management’s desired results?

j.

What is management’s reputation?

k.

What are the capabilities and limitations of the practitioner in relation to the engagement?

l.

Will performance of the engagement comply with the practitioner ’s standards and policies?

.03 The time required for a preliminary survey of an existing client is usually less than that
required for a prospective client because of the practitioner’s knowledge of the client’s operations.

14/130 ENGAGEMENT UNDERSTANDING
.01
From the preliminary survey findings, the practitioner may prepare notes to help in
reaching an oral or written understanding with the client or in writing an engagement proposal.
It is important to reach an understanding about the objective, scope, and conduct of the
engagement. If the client accepts the proposal, the practitioner develops an engagement schedule.
The schedule establishes target dates or time allocations and the responsibilities of the practitioner
and client personnel involved in the engagement.

¶ 14/125.03
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.02
Practitioners should communicate to the client in writing their understanding of the
engagement, and the client should acknowledge the understanding before the engagement begins.
In a letter outlining the understanding, practitioners might include the following information:
•

An introduction describing the request for services and the results of the preliminary
survey

•

A description of the scope of the services to be provided, including the engagement
phases, progress reporting, client personnel involvement, and client responsibilities

•

A description of the product that will be delivered to the client

•

The cost of services, including the manner of billing and payment terms

.03

An illustrative engagement letter is provided in exhibit 14B-2 in appendix 14/B

14/135 TYPICAL CREDIT AND COLLECTIONS PRACTICES
.01
When undertaking a credit and collections engagement, the practitioner needs to
understand that the credit and collections functions are separate and distinct. Although the
functions are related in some respects, each has different objectives and requires different
procedures. Therefore, to complete a successful engagement, the practitioner must understand
the policies and procedures of both functions.
.02
As with any other business function, the organization and operation of the credit and
collections functions must support the company’s overall objective, which is to make a profit,
must comply with its general policies and plans, and must be consistent with regional practices.
.03

Credit and collections policies may be generally placed in three categories:

a.

Liberal extensions of credit with lenient collections policies

b.

Liberal extensions of credit with strict collections policies

c.

Strict extensions of credit with collections adjusted to individual circumstances

.04
When profit margins are high and the economy is stable, a liberal credit policy will allow
for a wide margin of acceptable credit risk. This may stimulate sales, but may also result in
increased collection costs, slower turnover of accounts receivable, and more bad debts. On the
other hand, a strict credit policy requires less collections expense and minimizes bad debts.
However, a strict credit policy curtails sales to marginal customers, may result in lost profit
opportunities, and may erode goodwill.

¶ 14/135.04
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Credit Policies
.05
The primary objective of credit policies is to ensure that sales volume is not limited by
the inability of an otherwise good customer to pay cash at the time of sale. Other objectives of
the credit policies are to limit the amount of credit sales that become bad debts, increase customer
stability, and protect the company’s investment in accounts receivable.
.06
Failure to maintain proper credit policies and procedures will result in sales to poor credit
risks, which, in turn, causes higher bad debt expenses. Many factors go into the formulation of
a credit policy. The external factors include current business conditions, industry credit practices,
marketplace conditions, competitors’ credit policies, and customers’ expectations. The internal
factors include the nature and size of the business, its business objectives and general policy, the
product’s requirements, price, and profitability, channels of distribution, and classes of
customers.
.07
The company must maintain a firm attitude regarding its credit policies with both the
salespeople and customers. The terms of sale should be sound, consistent, practical, competitive,
and clear. Written credit and collections policies are more easily communicated to employees
and customers. Any policies established must be reviewed periodically and should allow for
flexibility in application.
.08
The first credit policy decision to be made by any business is whether or not to establish
an in-house credit department. Customers may be able to purchase what they want with credit
cards or through a finance company. If these sources are sufficient, no amount of additional
credit will increase the business’s sales, only its operating costs. Other questions may need to
be addressed before the decision to establish an in-house credit function is made: Is it common
for businesses in this industry to have in-house charge accounts? If so, what are the standard
terms for such charge accounts? What is the nature of the business’s customers regarding credit?
What credit period can be permitted without depleting working capital?
.09
If a business decides to extend credit to customers, it must establish procedures to
determine the creditworthiness of each customer and to ensure that the customers are aware of
payment terms, late fees, attorney fees, and other expenses that will be charged to them if their
accounts become overdue.

Credit Procedures
.10
Once the company has decided to extend credit, it should establish credit procedures. The
first step is to determine the guidelines for selecting the credit manager. The second step is to
establish the expectations of management, the responsibilities involved, and the scope of authority
of the credit department.

¶ 14/135.05
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Credit Managers
.11
Credit management requires analytical ability, sound judgment, and tact. The credit
manager should be capable of interacting effectively with customers as well as company
personnel.
.12

Special characteristics and abilities of a credit manager include—

•

Initiative, adaptability, and resourcefulness in order to function in new situations and
changing conditions.

•

The ability to analyze problems thoroughly and handle customer relations diplomatically
and firmly.

•

The ability to speak and write effectively.

•

The ability to make decisions and justify them.

•

The ability to elicit and protect confidential information and to deal fairly with people.

•

Appropriate appearance, speech, and personal behavior to represent the firm and enhance
goodwill.

.13
To do an effective job, credit managers should know the sales policy and marketing
objectives of the company and should be aware of marketing and sales characteristics of the
competition. In addition, they should be well informed of economic conditions and industry
trends and have knowledge and experience in financial matters to accurately evaluate customers’
financial situations.
.14
The credit manager should report directly to the chief financial officer because the credit
department falls under the financial operations of the business. The credit manager should be
considered a member of the management team and should participate in the development of credit
policy. In addition, the credit manager needs full authority to carry out the credit policy without
interference from other managers.
.15
The sales manager and credit manager should be equal members of management and
should not have a reporting relationship. Cooperation between their two departments is vital to
the continued profitability of the company.

Credit Investigation
.16
Credit decisions based on inadequate credit investigations are a primary cause for bad
debts. The extent to which each customer’s creditworthiness should be investigated will vary.
The following issues need to be considered in investigations:
•

The amount the customer wants to charge and the potential for future sales
¶ 14/135.16
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The length of time the customer has been in business, has resided in the same place, and
has been employed by the same employer

•

The status of the customer’s present account

•

The potential gross profit from the orders

•

The requirement of a deposit or COD payment for special orders

•

The product’s seasonality and its relationship to the products of competitors

•

The amount of time before delivery

•

The relationship of the order to the total credit of the customer

•

The credit risk in relation to the company’s credit policy

.17
The credit investigation will be similar whether the sale is to a consumer or another
business. For new accounts, the customer should submit a credit application with financial
information, credit references, and bank references. Sample credit applications are provided in
exhibits 14A-1, 14B-3.2, and 14B-3.3. The company may request that financial statements be
submitted with the application. The company should verify the financial information submitted
on the application by comparing it with the financial statements or by obtaining the applicant’s
financial information and credit reports from outside sources and checking credit references.
Sources of credit information include:
•

National Association of Credit Management (NACM) business credit reports

•

NACM industry credit groups

•

Dun & Bradstreet

•

Special industry association reports

•

Credit bureaus

.18
The company should also contact the bank references and obtain information about the
applicant’s banking history including whether any violation of loan covenants may occur because
of potential purchases. For retail customers, the bank balance stated on the application should
be confirmed. Finally, the company should evaluate the applicant’s management background and
experience to determine its ability to maintain its profitability. If the applicant is an individual
purchaser, the company should contact his or her employer to verify salary and to determine the
ability to pay for the purchase.
.19
For existing customers, the company can look to its own customer records for purchase
and payment history and the highest credit balance at any one time. The company should have
a policy to review its customers periodically to ensure that they are still good credit risks.
¶ 14/135.17
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.20
Credit Line. To facilitate credit approval, it is helpful to establish a credit line for each
customer. The credit line, which is based on the customer’s requirements and ability to pay, will
provide a guide for approval of sales. The credit line should serve the customer’s normal
requirements.
.21
The credit line represents the maximum amount of credit that can be extended to
customers based on their financial status. Both the credit line and credit limit need to be reviewed
periodically to ensure that they reflect changes in the customer’s financial status and credit
experience gained with the account.
.22
When the credit line is being determined, customers should be classified as good, fair, or
poor credit risks. The degree of risk can be assessed from information in the customer’s credit
file, such as length of time in business, financial strength, and the previous credit experience, as
well as from trade reports. Good credit risks are those customers who pay promptly and never
exceed their credit limit. These customers need only periodic evaluation. Fair credit risks are
those customers who order above their credit limits or have erratic payment histories. They
require careful evaluation on a more regular basis. Poor credit risks may still be acceptable
credit risks. However, they require more monitoring than customers in the other two categories.
Such risks are usually those customers with good management and sales ability but with limited
working capital.
.23
Applicant’s Rights. The Equal Credit Opportunity Act requires that all applicants be
given an equal chance to obtain credit. Practitioners who plan to assist clients in implementing
or reviewing credit policies should be familiar with this act, which is enforced by the Federal
Trade Commission.
.24
Forms and Letters. A sound credit and collections program relies on a system of forms
and letters to screen applicants and monitor their credit. Appendix 14A provides examples of
several forms used to determine the creditworthiness of customers.

Collections Policies
.25
The objective of the collections policy is to convert the accounts receivable that the credit
policy protected into cash on a timely basis so that cash flow is adequate to maintain financial
stability and profitability. The cost of collections depends largely on the type of credit policy
established. In general, a lax credit policy results in higher collections costs, and a strict credit
policy results in lower collections costs. Failure to pursue delinquent accounts can prove very
expensive.
.26
The collections program should include a systematic and regular follow-up. The follow-up
should begin as soon as a customer’s payment is past due. Although telephone calls and
collection letters can be unpleasant for both creditor and customer, the faster a delinquent
customer is contacted the more likely payment will be made. The probabilities for collection of
delinquent accounts are as follows, according to a survey done by the Commercial Collection
Agency section of the Commercial Law League of America:

¶ 14/135.26
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Months Delinquent

Probability o f Collection

1

94%

2

85

3

74

6

58

12

27

24

14

.27
An accurate trial balance of monthly aged accounts receivable can provide a valuable
resource for reviewing and controlling the collections as well as for determining whether to grant
further credit. Therefore, it is essential that the credit personnel and accounts receivable
personnel have close communication with each other.
.28
Reports such as the monthly collections index and days sales outstanding can be used
every month to review and determine the effectiveness of the collections policies. The monthly
collections index is the percentage of receivables from the beginning of the month that were
collected during the month. The days sales outstanding is calculated by multiplying the average
accounts balance as a percentage of sales by the number of days in the month (either 28, 29, 30,
or 31). These reports, used with the aging of accounts receivable, provide an excellent means
of monitoring collections.
.29
Companies may use accounting personnel to handle collections since they are familiar with
accounts receivable, or they may assign this responsibility to the customer service department or
to a sales representative. Companies may also wish to have the incentive compensation of sales
representatives based on collections rather than sales.
.30
Collection Agencies and Attorneys. Some accounts must eventually be placed with an
outside organization for collection. The company should deal only with agencies that have a
national reputation and that base their fee on what they collect. At least two different agencies
should be used and they should not work on the same accounts.
.31
Collection agencies should be used as a last resort for small accounts. Attorneys should
be used for larger and older accounts. The fee for collecting these accounts is usually higher than
for a collection agency. The attorney may ask for the fee up front with no guarantee of
collection.
.32
When using collection agencies or attorneys, the client company needs to initiate and
maintain regular contact regarding the collections efforts.
.33
Factors. One method of collections is the use of factors. This approach can usually
convert receivables to cash more quickly than normal collections procedures. However, the
company pays a fee for this, which is generally a percentage of receivables, and the ultimate
¶ 14/135.27
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collectibility depends on the company. If the factor fails to collect the account, the factor will
charge it back to the company.

14/140 ENGAGEMENT APPROACH
.01
An engagement to develop or to assess a client’s credit and collections policies and
procedures usually involves fact-finding, review, and analysis of the information gathered, and
the reporting of findings and recommendations to the client. The practitioner may assist in
implementing the recommendations or in monitoring the effectiveness of the implemented
procedures. This involvement may occur during the original engagement or during a follow-up
engagement.

Fact-Finding
.02
The fact-finding phase of the engagement involves gathering information from both
external and internal sources. First, the practitioner conducts an extensive search of credit and
collections practices and data in the client’s industry and region. The purpose of this search is
to find the special characteristics of credit and collections practices in the industry and in the
client’s geographic area. The practitioner also identifies particular credit and collections policies
and procedures that work successfully and those that have special application. Among the data
to be gathered are the ratios applicable to credit and collections, such as days sales outstanding,
accounts receivable turnover, and bad debts expense. These ratios and other information are
usually available in trade journals, association publications, and other sources (see appendix
14/C). Trade associations and chambers of commerce are good sources of local and regional
information. It is important that the practitioner determine that the industry financial information
obtained is appropriate for comparison with the client’s situation and data before using it. The
industry information may be inappropriate for comparison because of differences in the business’s
size, product mix, or region.
.03
The second part of the fact-finding is an investigation of the client’s current credit
operations. The practitioner surveys the employees who manage and execute the credit and
collections activities. The practitioner also examines selected transactions from the point of sale
to final collection or resolution. The purpose of the survey and transaction trace is to gain a
detailed understanding of the client’s current policies and procedures. Another purpose is to
identify the similarities and differences between the client’s credit and collections practices and
those generally used in industry.
.04
The practitioner also reviews the client’s financial and management information to evaluate
its usefulness for comparison with industry norms. The practitioner analyzes the financial
statements for the previous five years and for each month in the current year. This analysis may
be the basis for documentation such as graphics indicating the trend of each ratio. (See exhibit
14B-3.1 for sample graphs.) The practitioner is careful to verify the information because it
provides the foundation for identifying and resolving problems.
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♦

Review and Evaluation
.05
After conducting the fact-finding, the practitioner organizes, reviews, and evaluates all
the information gathered. The first step is to evaluate the client’s credit policies. The
practitioner determines whether the extension of credit increases sales. If credit extension does
not increase sales, the practitioner should conclude the engagement and recommend that the client
discontinue extending credit to its customers.
.06
There are several indicators of the effect that the extension of credit may have on a
particular business. First, a review of industry and competitor credit policies may indicate
whether the client is offering competitive credit terms. If not, the introduction of similar credit
policies may increase sales. Second, the relationship of the client’s current credit sales to total
sales may indicate whether the expansion of credit results in an increase in sales. If there is no
increase, the extension of credit may not have an impact on sales. Finally, customers may
comment that the extension of credit leads to additional sales.
.07
If an extension of credit to customers by the client appears to be appropriate, then the
practitioner determines the nature of the client’s credit function, including the methods of
extending credit and their limitations. Some of the major methods to be considered are—
•

Honoring major credit cards.

•

Making financial arrangements with local lending institutions.

•

Maintaining in-house open charge accounts.

•

Maintaining in-house installment accounts.

.08
The methods chosen should encourage additional sales and the cost of maintenance should
be less than the net profit on cash sales.
.09
After determining whether the extension of credit results in increased sales, the
practitioner reviews the client’s current credit policies. The practitioner evaluates the fiscal
soundness of the policies, compares them with industry practices, and assesses the client’s ability
to extend the appropriate methods of credit determined in the previous step. The practitioner’s
general knowledge of credit practices, the information obtained from the interviews, and the
research of industry practices will contribute to the validity of the conclusions of the review of
current policies.
.10
The next step for the practitioner is to review the client’s current credit procedures in light
of the results of the review of the client’s credit policies and to ensure that the procedures are in
compliance with the policies. The procedures should ensure that only creditworthy customers
are extended authorized types and amounts of credit. These procedures normally cover the
methods for collecting credit information, the criteria for determining creditworthiness, and the
assignment of responsibility for the final credit decision.
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♦

.11
Some indicators of the effectiveness of credit procedures are the ratios of bad debts to total
credit sales, of authorized credit to total credit applications, and of total credit sales to total sales.
A high rate of bad debts may indicate that the client’s credit standards are too lenient. A high
rate of rejected credit applications or low credit sales to total sales may indicate that the credit
standards are too stringent. These indicators should be reviewed individually, as a group, and
in comparison with industry ratios to provide a clear understanding of their relationship to the
client’s business.
.12
The procedures for gathering credit information normally prescribe the gathering of the
following items:
•

A completed application for credit

•

Reports from credit reporting agencies such as Dun & Bradstreet, Better Business
Bureaus, and retail merchants associations

•

Responses to credit inquiries of trade references, such as suppliers or credit card
companies, and of bank references

•

Financial statements provided by the applicant

.13

The procedures related to determining creditworthiness usually include an evaluation of—

•

The applicant’s character based upon past experience with the applicant, credit inquiry
responses, and information on the application.

•

The capacity of the applicant to pay the credit based upon an evaluation of bank and credit
inquiry responses and the financial statements provided.

•

The conditions of the sale based upon the type of transaction or the business of the
applicant.

•

Any collateral that may be available.

.14
Usually a standardized rating code is used in evaluating each of the above items. The
rating codes are used to determine whether credit will be extended. A sample listing of credit
lines and initial order limits is provided in exhibit 14A-6.
.15

The procedures for making the final credit decision normally indicate—

•

The criteria that must be met to gain credit approval.

•

The persons responsible for approval of different types and levels of credit.

•

The person responsible for reviewing the actions taken on all credit applications including
those rejected.

¶ 14/140.15
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.16
The review of credit procedures includes assessing their compliance with regulations. To
make this assessment, the practitioner seeks information from state and federal regulatory
agencies, attorneys, or experts.
.17
After reviewing and evaluating the credit function, the practitioner begins a review of the
collections function. The first step is to review the client’s current collections policies. The
collections policies should indicate that the client expects to collect all outstanding accounts.
They should also state the extent to which efforts will be made to accomplish that goal.
.18
The practitioner determines whether the collections procedures ensure compliance with
the client’s collections policies. Some indicators of the effectiveness of collections procedures
are the aging of accounts, the days sales outstanding, the annualized accounts receivable turnover,
the ratio of bad debts to total credit sales, and the ratio of bad debts to accounts receivable.
.19

The following procedures and systems are typical of an effective collections practice:

•

An accounting system that records sales and collections on account by customer

•

The mailing of monthly statements to customers

•

A periodic review of account status through aged trial balances

•

A collections action guide that schedules the sending of past due notices and collection
notices and the making of follow-up telephone contacts

•

A trigger point for turning accounts over to collection agencies or attorneys

•

A system for monitoring accounts turned over to collection agencies and attorneys

•

Designation of the final authority to write off an uncollectible account

.20
Evaluation of collections policies should also include a review of internal procedures or
an analysis of the typical collection cycle. The purpose of the analysis is to gain an overview of
the internal procedures and the amount of time that it takes to convert a sale into cash. This
overview can help in determining if it is possible to improve invoicing procedures and reduce the
amount of time between the customer order and the invoice mailing. It is important to gain an
overview of the procedures because the time required for each procedure may not seem
significant. However, the time period for the entire process may be very long. The most
significant time improvements come from eliminating steps altogether. The practitioner can use
the analysis process illustrated in Table 14-1 to determine the time required for the client’s
collection process and to compare it with that for a typical company.1

1 Additional guidance on improving invoicing procedures is provided in the AICPA CPE seminar, "Advanced Cash Management:
Maximizing Your Cash Flows."
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Table 14-1
Analysis of Collection Cycle
Typical
Company
How long does it take for—
Shipping documents to get to accounting?
Invoice preparation?
Invoice approval?
Invoice mailing and transit?
Customer to process payment?
Check to arrive at company?
Collections follow-up?
Accounting to process and deposit check?
Check to clear bank?

Client
Company

1 day
1 day
1 day
5 days
30 days
5 days
10 days
1 day
3 days

In summary:
How long does it take from shipment of
the product (or rendering of service)
until funds are available?

57 days

.21
Finally, the practitioner reviews the entire credit and collections process to determine that
the policies and procedures promote additional sales at a reasonable additional cost. In addition,
the practitioner verifies that there is a proper delegation and separation of duties to ensure that
credit is appropriately authorized and that credit sales are properly recorded and collected.

Engagement Reporting
.22
A report on a credit and collections engagement may be either oral or written. However,
the practitioner should consider submitting a written report in order to formally document the
engagement findings and to provide a detailed reference guide for the client. The typical report
would include an evaluation of the client’s credit and collections policies and procedures and
recommend actions to correct problems. The evaluation portion of the report might summarize
the existing policies and procedures, present ratios and trends graphically, and provide pertinent
industry information. Finally, the report will recommend the necessary changes and suggest
ways to implement the changes, such as the reorganization and reassignment of responsibilities,
the establishment of training and follow-up monitoring procedures, and the development or
revision of a credit and collections policy and procedures manual.
.23
If the engagement is long, the practitioner may wish to conduct it in phases, presenting
a progress report upon completion of each phase. Upon completing the engagement, the
practitioner would provide a final report. If the engagement objective is to recommend credit and
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collections policies where none exist, the final report would include a complete policy and
procedures manual.

Implementation and Follow-Up
.24
After the recommended changes are implemented, the regular review of ratios of credit
and collections transactions will provide a measure of the effectiveness of the changes. This
monitoring can be done by using most of the activities described in the "Review and Evaluation"
section of this practice aid, though in less detail. Finally, the practitioner may provide training
in the new policies and procedures to the credit and collections personnel. Monitoring and
training may be part of the original engagement or they can be provided in separate engagements.

14/145 CONCLUSION
.01
Effective cash management is vital to any business. Accordingly, credit and collections
policies are a significant part of cash management policies. Yet, a business that extends credit
may sustain unacceptably high losses. These losses may be attributable to uncollectible accounts,
credit-recordkeeping problems, missed sales, or a poor image that results from confusion about
or deficiencies in the business’s credit and collections policies.
.02
The practitioner frequently becomes aware that a client’s credit and collections policies
are poor while providing other services. The practitioner who is engaged by that client or by a
new client to help to develop appropriate policies will find that they can contribute significantly
to the profitability of the client.
.03
During the engagement, a practitioner may identify other functions of the client’s business
that require improvement. In addition, the relationship between the practitioner and client will
be strengthened as the positive results of effective policies and procedures become apparent.
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ILLUSTRATIVE CREDIT FORMS AND REPORTS
The following forms illustrate the types of forms a client may use to inquire about a credit
applicant and reports the client may receive from credit information organizations.
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FORM 15
(This form approved and published by the National Association of Credit Management)

APPLICATION FOR CREDIT
Date

.19.

ISSUED TO.

Name of FIRM
Requesting Statement

(PLEASE ANSW ER ALL Q U ESTIONS. W H EN NO FIGURES ARE IN SERTED, W RITE W O R D "NONE")

TRADE STYLE

FIRM NAME

PHONE

STREET ADDRESS
CITY

ZIP CODE

STATE

FULL NAME OF OWNER OR OWNERS (OR AN AUTHORIZED OFFICER OF CORPORATION). LIST HOME ADDRESS & ZIP CODE FOR PARTNERSHIP OR
INDIVIDUAL

INDIVIDUAL

PARTNERSHIP

CORPORATION

FED. TAX NO. (FOR CORPORATION)

MARITAL STATUS

PLEASE CHECK ONE
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR CONDITIONAL SALES CONTRACTS UNDER THE UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE
DEBTOR (INDIVIDUAL SIGNING C O NTRA CT)______________________________________ TITLE:_______________________________
DEBTOR’S SOCIAL SECURITY NO. (FOR PARTNERSHIP OR INDIVIDUAL)__________________________________________________
DATE STARTED

TYPE OF BUSINESS
ESTIMATED ANNUAL SALES
LOCATION

FORMER BUSINESS

VALUE

OWN OR RENT BUILDING — IF RENT — FROM WHOM?
REAL ESTATE MORTGAGE-

TRADE REFERENCES
NAME

ADDRESS

ACCOUNT NO.

NAME OF BANK
STREET ADDRESS
STATE

CITY

Arbitration Agreement: The parties agree to resolve by binding arbitration all claims and disputes arising from or relating to agreements and transactions,
including the validity of this arbitration clause. The arbitration shall be governed by the Code of Procedure of Equilaw’s National Arbitration Forum (NAF).
The applicable Code shall be the Code of Procedure in effect at the time the claim is filed with Equilaw, whose United States administrative office is
located at 2124 Dupont Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55405, (612) 871-9205. The parties agree to accept service by certified mail, return
receipt requested, through the United States Postal Service, of the Initial Claim Documents which begin an arbitration. Judgment upon the Award may
be entered in any court having jurisdiction.

T H E ABO VE INFORM ATION AS W ELL AS THAT GIVEN ON TH E
REVERSE SIDE IS FOR TH E PURPO SE OF OBTAINING CREDIT
AND IS W ARRANTED TO BE TR U E. I/WE HEREBY AUTHO RIZE THE
FIRM T O W HO M THIS APPLICATION IS MADE TO INVESTIGATE
TH E R E F ERENCES LISTED PERTAINING TO MY/OUR CREDIT AND
FIN ANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY.

APPLICANT’S SIGNATURE ATTESTS FINANCIAL RESPONSI
BILITY, ABILITY AND WILLINGNESS TO PAY OUR INVOICES IN
ACCORDANCE WITH FOLLOWING TERMS:
F IR M N A M E

BY.
TITLE
BY _

Printed In The U.S.A.

TITLE

14/100-19
Application for Credit (Continued)

INDIVIDUAL PERSONAL GUARANTY
D ate________________ 19______
I , ______________________, residing a t _______________________ , for and in consideration of your
extending credit at my request t o ______________________________ (hereinafter referred to as the
"Company"), of which I a m ____________________ , hereby personally guarantee to you the payment
a t ________________________ in the State o f ___________________of any obligation of the Company
and I hereby agree to bind myself to pay you on demand any sum which may become due to you by the
Company whenever the Company shall fail to pay the same. It is understood that this guaranty shall be
a continuing and irrevocable guaranty and indemnity for such indebtedness of the Company. I do hereby
waive notice of default, non-payment and notice thereof and consent to any modification or renewal of
the credit agreement hereby guaranteed.

Signature
Witness:.
Address:

Copyright NACM. Form supplied courtesy of the National Association of Credit Management. To obtain additional copies, please
contact NACM at (410) 740-5560.
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The Dun & Bradstreet Business Information Report

DUNS: 00 007 7743
GORMAN MFG CO INC
(Subsidiary of Gorman Holding Companies Inc.)
492 KOLLER ST
AND BRANCH(ES) OR DIVISION(S)
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94110
TEL: 415-555-0000

DATE PRINTED:
OCT 30 199COMMERCIAL PRINTING
SIC NO.
2752

RATING

SUMMARY
3A3

STARTED
PAYMENTS
SALES F
WORTH F
EMPLOYS
HISTORY
FINANCING
FINANCIAL
CONDITION

1965
SEE BELOW
$13,007,229
$2,125,499
500 (150 HERE)
CLEAR
SECURED
FAIR

CHIEF EXECUTIVE: LESLIE SMITH, PRES
SPECIAL
EVENTS
10/20/9-

On Oct. 13,199-, the subject experienced a fire due to an earthquake. Damages amounted to
$35,000, which was fully covered by its insurance company. The business was closed for two days while
employees settled personal matters due to the earthquake.

PAYMENTS
(Amounts may be rounded to nearest figure in prescribed ranges)
REPORTED PAYING RECORD HIGH CREDIT NOW OWES PAST DUE SELLING TERMS LAST SALE WITHIN
1 Mo
500
N30
10/9Ppt-Slow 90
1000
-04-5 Mos
100
09/9Ppt
250
1 Mo
Ppt-Slow 30
2500
1000
2500
2-3 Mos
Slow 30
500
500
1 Mo
Slow 30-60
70000
70000
65000
08/9Disc
1000
1 Mo
2500
2 10 Prox
1 Mo
25000
25000
-0Disc-Ppt
Ppt-Slow 15
500
1 Mo
1000
250
1 Mo
Ppt-Slow 30
15000
10000
5000
Ppt-Slow 30
-0N30
4-5 Mos
1000
-007/9Ppt
250000
1 Mo
250000
-07500
250
-0N15
1 Mo
Ppt
Ppt
-06-12 Mos
500
-0N30
Regular terms
Ppt
50
100
-01 Mo
Ppt-Slow 30
100000
100000
1 Mo
40000
Ppt-Slow 30
2 15 Prox
70000
70000
50000
1 Mo
Slow 30
-07500
-01 Mo
Slow 30
-0N30
6-12 Mos
-006/9Disc-Slow 30
30000
30000
7500
1 Mo
05/9Ppt
250
-06-12 Mos
-0Ppt-Slow 60
200000
200000
90000
1 Mo
04/9(022)
100
N30
100

* Payment experiences reflect how bills are met in relation to the terms granted. In some instances
payment beyond terms can be the result of disputes over merchandise, skipped invoices etc.
* Each experience shown represents a separate account reported by a supplier. Updated trade
experiences replace those previously reported.
CHANGES
03/17/9UPDATE
08/17/9-

Subject moved from 400 KOLLER ST. to 492 KOLLER ST. on March 11,199-.
On August 17,199- KEVIN J. HUNT Sec-Treas stated for the six months ended June 30, 199profits were up compared to same period last year.
18A-115C

(continued)
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FINANCE
09/11/9-

Curr Assets
Curr Liabs
Current Ratio
Working Capital
Other Assets
Worth
Sales
Net Income
Cash
Accts Rec
Inventory
Other Curr Assets

Fiscal
Fiscal
Dec 31,1989
Dec 31, 1990
4,643,821
4,825,611
3,595,821
3,625,000
1.3
1.3
1,048,000
1,200,611
1,468,291
1,485,440
1,879,451
1,912,112
9,321,118
10,325,582
32,661
213,387
Fiscal statement dated Dec. 31, 1991:
$
925,000
Accts Pay
1,725,814
Notes Pay
1,643,311
Bank Loan
1,131,000
Other Curr Liabs

Fiscal
Dec 31, 1991
5,425,125
4,125,718
1.3
1,299,407
2,191,690
2,125,499
13,007,229
26,014
$

2,125,114
450,000
1,100,000
450,604

Curr Assets
Fixt & Equip
Other Assets

5,425,125
1,667,918
523,772

Curr Liabs
L.T. Liab-Other
CAPITAL STOCK
RETAINED EARNINGS

4,125,718
1,365,598
50,000
2,075,499

Total Assets

7,616,815

Total

7,616,815

From JAN 1, 1991 to DEC 31, 1991 sales $13,007,229; cost of goods sold $9,229,554. Gross profit
$3,777,675; operating expenses $3,751,661. Operating income $26,014; net income before taxes $26,014.
Net Income $26,014.
Submitted SEPT 11, 199- by Leslie Smith, President. Prepared from statement(s) by Accountant:
Ashurst & Ashurst, PC. Prepared from books without audit.
--

0- -

Accounts receivable shown net less $12,586 allowance. Other current assets consist of prepaid
expenses $64,471 and $1,066,529 of a loan from an affiliated concern. Other assets consist of deposits. Bank
loans are due to bank at the prime interest rate, are secured by accounts receivable and inventory, and mature
in 3 years. Notes payable are due on printing equipment in monthly installments of $37,500. Other current
liabilities are accrued expenses and taxes. Long term debt consists of the long term portion of the equipment
note.
On SEPT 11, 199- Leslie Smith, president, submitted the above figures.
Leslie Smith submitted the following interim figures dated JUNE 30, 199-.
Cash
$ 1,011,812
Accts Pay
$ 1,932,118
Accts Rec
1,932,118
Owe Bank
1,100,000
Mdse
1,421,112
Notes Pay
350,000
Sales for 6 months were $7,325,001. Profits for 6 months were $103,782.
Projected annual sales are $14,000,000.
The financial condition at DEC 31,1991 was fair. Total debt was heavy in relation to the net worth.
Total debt exceeded net worth by 2.6 to 1 vs an industry median of 2.3 to 1.
Current assets were centered in a slow moving inventory, while profitability has been below average
the past three years. The median return on sales for this industry is 1.9%. Return on sales for the past three
years has been 0.2%, 2.1% and 0.4% respectively.
Total equity represented 27.9% of the total capitalization which compared unfavorably to the industry
average of 37.7%. On SEPT 11, 199-, Leslie Smith, president stated profits were below average due to heavy
price competition in the industry, higher operating expenses, and decreased advertising budgets following the
nationwide move towards cost containment. Net worth increased due to additional paid in capital.

Business Information Report provided courtesy of Dunn & Bradstreet Information Services, Murray Hill, N.J.
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The following data is for information purposes only and is not the official record. Certified copies can
only be obtained from the official source.
PUBLIC
FILINGS

If it is indicated that there are defendants other than the report subject, the lawsuit may be an action to
clear title to property and does not necessarily imply a claim for money against the subject.
S U I T ( S ) __________________________________________
DOCKET NO.:
SUIT AMOUNT:
PLAINTIFF:
DEFENDANT:
CAUSE:
WHERE FILED:

21211
$1,000
MAZZUCA & ASSOC.
GORMAN MANUFACTURING
CO. INC.
Goods sold and delivered
SAN FRANCISCO, CA

STATUS: Pending
DATE STATUS ATTAINED: 03/25/199DATE FILED: 03/25/199RECEIVED BY D&B: 03/31/199-

U C C F IL IN G (S )

BANKING
09/9HISTORY
09/11/9-

_________________________

COLLATERAL: Accounts receivable - Inventory including proceeds and products
FILING NO.:
86188586
DATE FILED: 07/24/199TYPE:
Original
RECEIVED BY D&B: 10/04/199SEC. PARTY:
A.C. Paper, Palo Alto, CA
FILED WITH: SECRETARY OF STATE/
DEBTOR:
Gorman Manufacturing Co., Inc.
UCC DIVISION, CA
There are additional UCC’s in D&B’s file on this company available by contacting 1-800-DNB-DIAL.
The public record items contained in this report may have been paid, terminated, vacated or released
prior to the date this report was printed.
Account(s) averages high 6 figures. Account open over 10 years. Loans granted to low 7 figures on a
secured basis. Now owing low 7 figures. Collateral consists of accounts receivable and inventory. Matures in 1
to 5 years. Borrowing account is satisfactory. Overall relations are satisfactory.
LESLIE SMITH, PRES
KEVIN J. HUNT, SEC-TREAS
DIRECTOR(S): THE OFFICER(S)
BUSINESSTYPE: Corporation - Profit
DATE INCORPORATED: 05/21/1965
AUTH SHARES - COMMON: 200
STATE OF INCORP: California
PAR VALUE - COMMON: No Par Value_________________________________________________________

OPERATION
09/11/9-

Business started May 21,1965 by Leslie Smith and Kevin J. Hunt. 100% of capital stock is owned by
parent company.
SMITH born 1926. Married. Graduated from the University of California, Los Angeles, CA in June 1947
with a BS degree in Business Management. 1947-65 general manager for Raymor Printing Co., San Francisco,
CA. 1965 formed subject with Kevin J. Hunt.
HUNT born 1925. Married. Graduated from Northwestern University, Evanston, IL in June 1946.
1946-1965 general manager for Raymor Printing Co., San Francisco, CA. 1965 formed subject with
Leslie Smith.
RELATED COMPANIES: Through the financial interest of Gorman Holding Company Inc., the Gorman
Manufacturing Co. Inc., is related to two other sister companies:
1. Smith Lettershop Inc., San Diego, CA; commercial printing, started 1972.
2. Gorman Suppliers Inc., Los Angeles, CA; commercial printing, started 1980.
Intercompany relations consists of loans.
Subsidiary of Gorman Holding Company Inc., Los Angeles, CA, started 1965 which operates as a
holding company for its underlying subsidiaries. Parent company owns 100% of capital stock. Parent company
has 2 other subsidiaries. Intercompany relations: consist of loans and advances.
A consolidated financial statement on the parent company dated Dec. 31, 1991 showed a net worth of
$4,125,112, with an overall fair financial condition.
Commercial printing specializing in advertising posters, catalogs, circulars and coupons.
Net 30 days. Has 175 accounts. Sells to commercial concerns. Territory: United States. Nonseasonal.
EMPLOYEES: 500 including officers. 150 employed here.
FACILITIES: Rents 55,000 sq. ft. on first floor of one story cinder block building in good condition.
Premises neat.
LOCATION: Central business section on well traveled street.
BRANCHES: Subject maintains a branch at 1073 Boyden Road, Los Angeles, CA.
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Sample Inquiry Form Directed to Other Suppliers
Date
Gentlemen:
In order to complete our credit line, we would appreciate your answering the following concerning
the account listed below. All information will be treated confidentially and is received without
responsibility attaching to the company or individuals furnishing same.
Reason for Inquiry
__
We have first order for $
__
We are revising our credit line
__
Customer refers us to you

Credit Experience

O ur Experience

Your Experience

Manner of
Payments

Sold since

Discounts

Date of last sale

Prompt and
satisfactory

Highest credit last
twelve months

$

$

No. days
beyond
invoice terms

Total owing
including notes

$

$

Placed for
collection

Amount beyond
terms incl. notes

$

$

Ours

Yours

Comments (Unjust claims, unearned discount, days on account, account secured, account guaranteed,
have financial statements, etc.)

Furnished b y ________________________________
A business reply envelope is enclosed for your convenience. Your prompt attention to our request will
be appreciated.
Cordially,
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REQUEST FOR BANK CREDIT INFORMATION
Please provide bank credit inform ation on the account below. This inform ation is requested fo r use in the extension of credit for business
purposes only and w ill be held in strict confidence. We are providing a summary of our experience with the subject of the inquiry.
SUBJECT:
(Date)

(Company on which inquiry is made

FROM:
(Your Company Name)

(Street Address)

(Street Address)

(City, State, Zip)

(City, State, Zip)

(Bank Name)

(Inquirer’s Manual Signature)

(Street Address)

(Print or Type Name of Inquirer)

(City, State, Zip)

(Inquirer’s Title)

INQUIRER TO COMPLETE THIS SECTION

TO:

The purpose of this inquiry is:

Our experience with the subject has been:

□ Initial order $____________
Anticipated requirements $_
□ Established customer; increased
requirements to $______________
□ File revision
□ Change in payment experience from
___________________ to ___
□ Other (Describe)

Sold since______________ Amount owing $_
Last Sale __________________ Terms -----Amount Past Due $_
High Credit $_________
Collateral (Describe) ____________
Are there guarantees, endorsements?
Our file contains:

□ Current trade credit reports
□ Financial statement dated__________________
We are referring this inquiry to you because:

□ Your bank was given as a reference (provide branch/account
no. if possible)________________________________
□ We are checking with other area banks and information from
your file only will suffice.
□ Other (Describe) _______________________________

Year end (

)

Interim (

)

The last time we made an inquiry of your bank on the
subject was _______________________________
Comments: _______________________________

BANK TO COMPLETE THIS SECTION

Our experience with the subject has been:

Depository accounts: Date(s) opened ______________ Average Balances______________ If closed, when?
Aggregate balances used? □ Yes
□ No
Experience and comments: __________________________________________________________________
Loan Accommodations: Describe, including length of borrowing relationship, high credit, types of loan accommodations (line of credit, term

loan, mortgage, installment, etc.), amount outstanding, amount past due (if any), collateral, guarantees and endorsements (if any).

Loan Experience/Comments:

Financial Statem ent:

Date________________________

Period Covered________________________

Audited: □ Yes □ No

(Manual Signature of Banker)

(Print or Type Name of Banker)

(Banker's Title)

r ma
This form and the “Statem ent of
Principles" (See reverse side)
have been approved by the Robert
Morris Associates and the National
Association of Credit Management.

(Date)

To be submitted in duplicate.
Bank to retain one copy.
Form 19
Additional copies may be obtained from
NACM Publications Division, 8815 Centre Park D r., #200
Columbia. MD 21045-2117

(continued)
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Request for Bank Credit Information (Continued)
STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES
FOR THE
EXCHANGE OF CREDIT INFORMATION
(1)

Confidentiality is the cardinal principle in the exchange of credit information. The identity
of inquirers and sources should not be disclosed without their permission.

(2)

All parties involved in the exchange of credit information must base inquiries and replies
on fact.

(3)

The purpose of the inquiry and the amount involved should be clearly stated.

(4)

If the purpose of an inquiry involves actual or contemplated litigation, the inquirer should
clearly disclose this fact.

(5)

The inquirer should make every effort to determine the subject’s bank(s) of account
before placing an inquiry.

(6)

Proper identification should be provided in all credit communications.

(7)

Replies should be prompt and contain sufficient facts commensurate with the purpose
and amount of the inquiry. If specific questions cannot be answered, the reasons should
be clearly stated.

RMA GENERAL FIGURE RANGES
To ensure accuracy and consistency when exchanging credit information, the RMA General Figure
Ranges should be used. It may be necessary, at times, to clarify these terms so that the inquirer and
respondent are “ speaking the same language.”
Low 4 figures = $1,000 to $1,999
Moderate 4 figures = $2,000 to $3,999
Medium 4 figures = $4,000 to $6,999
High 4 figures = $7,000 to $9,999
The ranges
“ Nominal”
“ 3 figures”
“ 4 figures”
“ 5 figures”
“ 6 figures”

are adjustable to accommodate all amounts in the following manner:
= Under $100
= From $100 to $999
= From $1,000 to $9,999
= From $10,000 to $99,999
= From $100,000 to $999,999 and so on.

Copyright NACM. Form supplied courtesy of the National Association of Credit Management. To obtain additional copies, please
contact NACM at (410) 740-5560.
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Sample Credit Lines and Initial Order Limits
Based Upon Dun & Bradstreet Ratings
Dun & Bradstreet Rating
5A1
5A2
4A1
4A2
3A1
3A2
2A2
2A1
1A2
1A1
BA1
BA2
BB1
BB2
CB1
CB2
1

Credit Line

Initial Order Limit

Requirements

Requirements

$15,000

"

$5,000

"

CC1
DC1

10,000

3,500

CC2
DC2
DD1
2

8,000

2,700

DD2
EE1

5,000

1,700

EE2
FF1
FF2
GG1
GG2
HH1
HH2

3,000
2,000
1,500
1,000
800
600

1,000
700
500
300
250
200

SA3 thru EF3

300

100

All Others

200

70
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APPENDIX 14/B

CASE STUDY: REVIEW OF THE CREDIT AND COLLECTIONS POLICIES OF XYZ
FURNITURE STORE, INC.
Engagement Background
XYZ Furniture Store, Inc., sells furniture for cash and on credit at one location. Its credit sales are made
through bank credit cards, open accounts, and twenty-four month financing. James West, president and
sole shareholder, met with Gary Jetter, CPA, to discuss an engagement to review and evaluate current
credit and collections policies. Recently, West noticed that the open accounts and monthly financing
payments were taking longer to collect. In addition, the credit card sales charged back to the company
had increased. West was unsure of how to resolve the apparent problems and therefore requested Jetter’s
assistance.
After their meeting, Jetter developed an engagement work program to decide upon acceptance
of the engagement and to plan its execution (see exhibit 14B-1). Then, he sent West a letter outlining
the understanding they reached about the engagement’s objectives, the phases of the work, and the fees
(see exhibit 14B-2).
Fact-Finding
Before beginning fieldwork, Jetter accumulated information about the retail furniture industry and
pertinent local, state, and federal laws. The industry information included trends, financial statistics,
general practices, and policies and procedures. Jetter documented the products sold and the divisions of
XYZ and reviewed its most recent annual financial statements and all current year monthly financial
statements and management reports. He calculated the annual turnover in accounts receivable for the last
five years and for each month in the current year to determine whether a trend is discernible. Then he
compared XYZ Furniture Store, Inc.’s accounts receivable turnover ratio and bad debt expense ratio with
industry ratios. These ratios gave Jetter an indication of when the problems began and their severity.
After reviewing this information. Jetter was ready to begin the fieldwork.
West introduced Jetter to Fred Bench, XYZ’s credit manager. Bench explained the policies and
procedures for extending credit from initial application to final approval, Jetter discovered that the
company had not documented these policies and procedures.
Jetter noted the following procedures for extending credit used by XYZ. One office person,
Gloria Otto, is responsible for verifying the banking and other credit references on the credit application.
After verifying this information, she sends the application to the accounts receivable clerk, Suzie Tofa,
who investigates whether the applicant has ever been delinquent or has had a bad debt with XYZ. Tofa
returns it to Bench to either approve credit or send the application to West for a final determination.
Jetter learned that XYZ is not a member of the local credit bureau. He also learned that the company
does not obtain approval of bank-card sales by the bank-card center or ask for any identification of the
card user. The company does not use a finance company, but finances its own accounts. Jetter also
discovered that XYZ’s attorney has never reviewed the credit application and contract.
To learn about XYZ’s collections process, Jetter interviewed Tofa. Although the credit contract
provides for a finance charge for open accounts that are more than thirty days past due, it is not always
assessed and collected. This is also true of late payment charges on financed accounts. Tofa complained
that she is uncomfortable about calling past due accounts and does not have time to do so. Neither
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definite collections policy nor checklists are used to verify collections attempts. Furthermore, no
collections procedures are followed after an account is written off. The company prepares the aging
report of accounts receivable by the twentieth of each month.
In his interview with West, Jetter learned that the president reviews the aging report and meets
with Bench on the twenty-first of the month to discuss delinquent accounts. Bench reviews each
delinquent account, but sometimes delays taking the action suggested by the review.
Review and Evaluation
Jetter evaluated the data he had gathered. He compared the procedures and forms of XYZ Furniture
Store, Inc., with those used in the industry. In his evaluation, he also used knowledge obtained from
working with other clients. Jetter identified procedures that are weak, unnecessary, or missing. He
compared the ratios obtained in his analysis of XYZ’s accounts receivable and bad debts expense with
industry averages. Jetter also determined whether the procedures and forms of XYZ comply with local,
state, and federal laws. In addition, he engaged Arnold Brown, a lawyer, to review the forms and the
procedures. Brown provided a written opinion of the forms and procedures used. Upon completion of
the evaluation, Jetter was ready to report to the client.
Engagement Reporting
An essential part of the engagement was communicating the results and recommendations to the client.
Jetter did this in a written report (see exhibit 14B-3).
Implementation and Follow-Up
After reviewing the final report, West decided what recommendations he wished to implement. He asked
Jetter to meet with all personnel to discuss the reasons for and the anticipated outcome of each
recommendation. West and Jetter agreed on a date to begin the new procedures. They also decided that
ninety days after implementation, Jetter would conduct sufficient testing to verify proper usage of the new
procedures. Furthermore, Jetter would monitor accounts receivable activity to determine the direction
of trends after the engagement.
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Exhibit 14B-1

XYZ Furniture Store, Inc.
Engagement Program
Review of Credit and Collections Functions

Done
By

Planning and Control
1.

Review and document the decision to accept
an engagement from this client.

2.

Perform and document a preliminary survey
of the client’s credit and collections
functions.
a. Obtain an understanding of the
client’s industry.
(1) Describe the industry in which
the client operates.
(2) List any authoritative sources for
the accounting principles and practices
applicable to the client’s industry.
(3) Obtain an understanding of the credit
and collections policies and procedures
of the client’s industry.
(4) Obtain for comparative purposes the
following statistical information for
the client’s industry:
(a) Ratio of credit sales to total sales
(b) Ratio of accounts receivable to total
sales
(c) Days credit sales outstanding
(d) Accounts receivable turnover
(e) Ratio of bad debts to credit sales

Date

Workpaper
Reference
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Done
By
(f) Ratio of bad debts to accounts receivable
b. Obtain an understanding of the client’s
business.
(1) Describe the client’s organization and
key personnel.
(2) Describe the client’s operating
characteristics.
(3) Describe the client’s accounting
principles.
(4) Describe the client’s accounting system.
3.

Complete a time budget by work steps.

4.

Obtain an engagement letter from the client.

5.

Determine staffing assignments and discuss
the engagement plan and key dates with both
the CPA firm’s staff and the client’s staff.

6.

Conduct an evaluation interview with each
CPA firm staff member based upon his or her
performance on the engagement.

7.

Determine that all engagement activities have
been completed and conclude that all standards
for consulting services have been met.
a. Professional competence
c. Planning and supervision
d. Sufficient relevant data
e. Client interest
f. Understanding with client
g. Communication with client

Date

Workpaper
Reference
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Done
By
Fact-Finding
1.

Review the industry information obtained
during the preliminary survey and determine
if it is appropriate for making comparisons.

2.

Obtain for analysis and comparison the
following statistical information on credit
and collections of the client:
a. Ratio of credit sales to total sales
b. Ratio of accounts receivable to total
sales
c. Days credit sales outstanding
d. Accounts receivable turnover
e. Ratio of bad debts to credit sales
f. Ratio of bad debts to accounts receivable
g. Aging of accounts receivable
h. Days in the collection cycle
i.

Calculations of collection efficiency
formula

3.

Review the statistical trends of the client’s
credit and collections activities and compare
them with industry standards, if appropriate.
Document any observations.

4.

Document the client’s current credit and
collections policies.

5.

Document the client’s current credit and
collections procedures.
a. Describe the client’s credit authorization
procedures.

Date

Workpaper
Reference
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Done
By

Date

(1) Assemble a flow chart of the actions
taken throughout the process.

______

____

(2) Describe the people involved by position.

______

____

(3) Obtain examples of forms used.

______

____

Describe the client’s collections
procedures.

______

____

(1) Assemble a flow chart of the actions
taken throughout the process.

______

____

(2) Describe the people involved by position.

_____

____

b.

Workpaper
Reference

Review and Evaluation
1.

Determine whether credit improves the client’s
sales or competitive position. If not,
terminate the engagement and report findings
to management.

______

a. Does an increase in the amount of credit
sales result in an increase in total
sales?

□ Yes

□

No

□ N/A

□ Yes

□

No

□ N/A

□ Yes

□

No

□ N/A

b. Is the client using the credit policies
and procedures used by the industry or
competitors?
c. Are there comments from customers that
indicate a need for the extension of
credit?
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2.

Done
By

Date

□

Yes

□

No

□ N/A

outside lending institutions

□

Yes

□

No

□ N/A

(3) In-house open charge accounts

□

Yes

□

No

□ N/A

(4) In-house installment accounts

□

Yes

□

No

□ N/A

□

Yes

□

No

□ N/A

□

Yes

□

No

□ N/A

□

Yes

□

No

□ N/A

□

Yes

□

No

□ n /a

□

Yes

□

No

□ N/A

□

Yes

□

No

□ N/A

Workpaper
Reference

Determine the appropriate character of the
credit the client should extend.
a. Credit mechanism
(1) Bank credit cards
(2) Financing arranged for customers with

(5) Other
b. Limits of each credit type
(1) Description of purchases qualifying
for credit
(2) Description of customers qualifying
for credit
(3) Amount of credit extended
3.

Review and evaluate the client’s current
credit policies in light of the findings
of previous program steps.
a. The policy statement should be a
simple statement.
b. The policy statement should, at least,
indicate the person with authority to
make credit decisions, the acceptable
credit risks, and the relationship
between the credit department and other
departments.
c. Document proposed revisions of the
client’s credit policies.
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4.

Done
By

Date

□

Yes

□

No

□ N/A

□

Yes

□

No

□ N/A

□

Yes

□

No

□ N/A

Workpaper
Reference

Review and evaluate the client’s current
credit procedures in light of the findings
of previous program steps.
a. Determine the effectiveness of current
credit policies.
(1) What is the relationship of bad debts
to credit sales?
(2) What is the relationship of credit sales
to total sales?
(3) What is the relationship of authorized
credit applications to total credit
applications?
b. Document proposed revisions of the
client’s credit procedures.

5.

Review and evaluate the client’s current
collection policies in light of the findings
of previous program steps.
a. The policy statement should be a
simple statement.
b. The policy statement should, at least,
indicate the person with authority to
make collection decisions, the acceptable
collection methods, and the relationship
between the collection department and
other departments.
c. Document proposed revisions of the client’s
credit policies.
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Done
By
6.

Review and evaluate the client’s current
collection procedures in light of the findings
of previous program steps.
a. Determine the effectiveness of current
credit policies.
(1) What is the relationship of bad debts
to credit sales?
(2) What is the relationship of bad debts
to accounts receivable?
(3) What is the relationship of credit sales
to total sales?
(4) What is the client’s accounts receivable
turnover?
(5) What is the aging of the client’s accounts
receivable?
(6) What are the days sales outstanding?
b. Document proposed revisions of the
client’s credit procedures.

7.

Review and evaluate other credit and
collections function considerations.
a. Determine whether there is a proper
delegation and separation of credit
and collections duties.
b. Review all forms and procedures to
determine whether they are in compliance
with federal and state regulations. This
step may require outside legal counsel.
c. Determine whether the client’s accounting
system is capable of properly executing all
proposed credit and collections procedures.

Date

Workpaper
Reference
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By
Reporting
1.

Draft the engagement report.

2.

Determine whether the engagement findings
and recommendations are supported by the
documented results of the steps in the
engagement work program.

3.

Determine whether the engagement report
presents findings and recommendations simply,
logically, clearly, and correctly.

4.

Deliver the final engagement report to the
client, commenting on various highlights and
answering any questions the client might have.
Also suggest any other areas of the client’s
business that might need attention.

Implementation and Follow-Up
1.

One-month follow-up performed.

2.

Six-month follow-up performed.

3.

Annual follow-up performed.

Date

Workpaper
Reference
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Exhibit 14B-2

Engagement Letter
Gary Jetter, CPA
1000 Prime Road
Anytown, USA 12345-6789

June 15, 19XX
Mr. James West, President
XYZ Furniture Store, Inc.
21 Avon Drive
Anytown, USA 12345-9876
Dear Mr. West:
This letter will confirm my understanding of the terms of our engagement to provide consulting
services and the nature of those services.
The objectives of the engagement are to:
1.
2.

Evaluate your current credit and collections policies.
Provide you with a report containing recommendations to improve your credit and collections
policies.

To achieve the engagement objectives, your staff will need to provide current and historical
financial statements, aged accounts receivables, credit applications, credit policies, and credit agreements.
In addition, each employee involved in credit and collections will need to be available for interviews.
I will submit a report with my findings and recommendations regarding your credit and collections
policies at the completion of the first phase of the engagement. This report will be submitted to you by
July 31, 19XX. I will be glad to assist you with implementation of the recommendations and follow-up
to assess their effectiveness. That effort should be a separate engagement and should be based on the
results of the earlier engagement. The objectives of the second phase would be to:
1.
2.

Assist you in implementation of the recommendations.
Follow-up after implementation to determine that the revised policies are in use and are effective.

The fees for these services will be billed on an hourly basis and are estimated to range from
$3,500 to $ 5,000. In addition, I will bill for any out-of-pocket costs incurred. Invoices will be sent
monthly and are due on presentation. Any invoices more than thirty days past due will incur a service
charge of 1½ percent a month on the unpaid balance.
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If this letter correctly confirms your understanding of this engagement, please sign, date, and
return the enclosed copy to me, along with an initial payment of $1,000 to be applied against your first
invoice.
Sincerely,

Gary Jetter, CPA
Accepted

James West, President
XYZ Furniture Store, Inc.
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Final Report
Gary Jetter, CPA
1000 Prime Road
Anytown, USA 12345-6789

July 31, 19XX
Mr. James West, President
XYZ Furniture Store, Inc.
21 Avon Drive
Anytown, USA 12345-9876
Dear Mr. West:
I have completed the first phase of our engagement to review the credit and collections practices
of XYZ Furniture Store. The purpose of the engagement was to evaluate the existing policies and
procedures and to recommend improvements. Implementation of these recommendations should improve
cash flow and accounts receivable turnover and reduce bad debts expense.
In this report, I identify the problems with XYZ’s credit and collections policies and procedures
and recommend ways to correct the problems. Any forms provided are examples only and should be
adapted to your particular needs.
XYZ Furniture Store, Inc., has experienced a 100 percent increase in sales during the last three
years (see exhibit 14B-3.1). At the same time, however, bad debts are higher than the comparable
industry average. Furthermore, as volume has grown, the company has devoted less attention to checking
credit applications. The results have been an increase in the number of slow-paying customers and an
accounts receivable turnover that is lower than the industry average. To turn this situation around, XYZ
will need to strengthen its credit policies for weak accounts and its collections policies to eliminate
problem accounts.
Documentation Procedures
XYZ has no written manual describing its credit and collections policies and procedures. I recommend
that the policies and procedures be documented so that all involved will be certain of their role in the
process. The manual should include not only the procedures, but also the reasons for each procedure.
Credit Applications
The current credit application does not gather sufficient data. It should require applicants to list sources
of revenue and existing debts. For consumers, XYZ should use a credit application similar to the one
provided in exhibit 14B-3.2, and for businesses, an application similar to the one provided in exhibit 14B3.3. The person who verifies bank and credit references should initial and date the application and note
and attach any exceptions to the credit application. A matrix of credit limits based upon Dun &
Bradstreet’s (or another agency’s) ratings system, would provide a routine method of setting credit limits.
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Preliminary and final approval should be noted on the application with the approver’s signature. All
applications should be initially approved by Mr. Bench and finally approved by Mr. West. I also
recommend that XYZ Furniture become a member of the local credit bureau and obtain credit reports
for all applications.
Bank-Card Sales
All bank-card sales should be transmitted electronically to the local bank-card center for an approval code
before completion of the sale. Last year XYZ’s credit-card sales were $450,000. Losses from bad
credit-card sales were $40,000, and credit-card collection charges were $13,500. The investment in the
necessary verification equipment will be more than offset by a decrease in bad bank-card sales.
Finance and Late Charges
Although current credit policies include a provision for finance charges on open accounts and late charges
on installment accounts, these charges are not always assessed and collected. By failing to enforce this
policy, XYZ Furniture is losing money on delinquent payments and is discouraging prompt payment.
The company should not allow additional charges on overdue accounts until they are current.
Collection Procedures
Management should pursue collections aggressively. Current collections procedures are inadequate and
need to be revised, documented, and followed. XYZ Furniture should adopt a definite cutoff that will
close the billing and collection cycle before the end of each month. Statements should be mailed within
five days of the cutoff so that customers will have them as close to the end of the month as possible.
Aging reports should be generated within five days after the cutoff.
All past due accounts should be documented by the accounts receivable clerk on a collections
report (see exhibit 14B-3.4) with the recommended action indicated and signed by the credit manager.
The president should review the report by the seventh day after cutoff and acknowledge his review by
initialing the credit manager’s signature.
If the recommended action is to continue extending credit, the company should send the customer
a notice of overdue account (see exhibit 14B-3.5). If the customer fails to respond by the next billing
date, the company can make a second request or take other action. Exhibit 14B-3.6 provides a sample
second request for payment. The second request letter should be followed up with a telephone call to the
accounts with the largest amounts past due. As part of the collections procedures, XYZ should set
guidelines for determining when an account should receive a phone call and when a letter is sufficient.
In developing the guidelines, XYZ should consider the availability of staff to dedicate time to this task.
If the recommended action is to accept a payment plan, the company should send the customer
a request for payment that includes an invitation to set up an installment payment plan (see exhibit 14B3.7) along with a debt acknowledgment (see exhibit 14B-3.8). Once the customer accepts this
arrangement, XYZ should send an installment payment acknowledgment (see exhibit 14B-3.9).
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If collections efforts are necessary, the company should send a demand letter first (see exhibit
14B-3.10). If the customer does not respond, the account should be turned over to the company’s
attorney for collection. Sample forms for corresponding with the attorney are provided in exhibits 14B3.11 and 14B-3.12. The company should also reclassify the account to a special account that can be
readily identified and accounted for.
Telephone calls are also an effective means of collection. Someone other than the accounts
receivable clerk should call past due accounts to notify them of each correspondence they will receive.
The collections staff should document all conversations related to collections by initialing the appropriate
correspondence and noting the date and time of the call, the details of discussion, and the person spoken
to. This information will be needed to pursue legal action against the customer or refer the account to
a collection agency.
The collections process may need to be modified to accommodate the payment habits of a
particular account and the size of the account balance involved. If historically an account is slow to pay
and a large balance is outstanding, XYZ should consider placing a phone call immediately to make sure
the invoice has been received and is being processed for payment. It is also important that the collections
staff speak to the person responsible for paying bills.
Conclusion
I recommend that XYZ Furniture document these recommendations and make them effective by August
31, 19XX. After the November cutoff, I will again evaluate your credit and collections procedures to
determine whether the recommended procedures are in place and are effective.
Sincerely,

Gary Jetter, CPA
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XYZ Furniture Store, Inc.
Sales, Accounts Receivable Turnover,
Bad Debts Expense to Credit Sales,
and Days Credit Sales Outstanding
June 3 0 , 19X0 Through June 3 0 , 19X4

SALES

■ Credit Sales

+ Total Sales

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE TURNOVER
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XYZ Furniture Store, Inc.
Sales, Accounts Receivable Turnover,
Bad Debts Expense to Credit Sales,
and Days Credit Sales Outstanding
June 3 0 , 19X0 Through June 3 0 , 19X4
(Continued)

BAD DEBTS EXPENSE TO CREDIT SALES

Year

DAYS CREDIT SALES OUTSTANDING

Year
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Sample Consumer Credit Application
Name

Date

Address

City

State

Years at this address

Own or rent

Employed by

Position

How lone
Home telephone (

Zip code

Salary $
)

No. of dependents

Business telephone (

)

Year and make of car owned

Other sources of income
__________________________________________________________ $.
__________________________________________________________$.
__________________________________________________________$.

Expected monthly purchases

$.

Outstanding obligations
__________________________________________________________$.
__________________________________________________________$.
__________________________________________________________$.

Pending lawsuits.

Have you filed for bankruptcy within the last six years? If "Yes", provide information.
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Credit references
Name

Telephone (

)

Telephone (

)

Telephone (

)

Telephone (

)

Address
Name
Address
Name
Address
Bank references
Name
Address
Checking_____________________________________ Savings.
Visa Card

Master Card

American Express

Other credit cards

The undersigned authorizes inquiry as to credit information.
privileges, if granted, may be withdrawn at any time.

We further acknowledge that credit
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Sample Business Credit Application
Business name
Address

Date
City

State

Owner/Manager
Years in business

Zip code

Tel. No.
D & B rating

Trade references
Name

Telephone (

)

Telephone (

)

Telephone (

)

Address
Name
Address
Name

Address____________________________________________________
Bank references
Name________________________________________ Telephone (___).
Address__________________________________________ __ ________
Name________________________________________ Telephone (___).
Address____________________________________________________
Credit line requested $__________________________________ __
Lawsuits pending against company
Please attach a copy of your most recent financial statement.
The undersigned authorizes inquiry as to credit information.
privileges, if granted, may be withdrawn at any time.

We further acknowledge that credit
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Sample Collections Report
Date:_______________
Account name_
Street________
City_________

State

Account status
Current

$.

30 days

$.

60 days

$.

90 days or over

$.

Total owed

$.

Comment or agreement for payment from account
Date

Comments

Invoice No.

Recommended action
_____________ Continue to extend credit
_____________ Stop credit and accept payment plan
_____________ Stop credit and enforce collection

Credit Department

Amount
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Sample Notice of Overdue Account

Date:

To:

(Customer)

A review of our records indicates that your payment due us o n ___________________ , 19___ , in the
amount of $_________ has not been received.

We would appreciate your giving this matter your immediate attention and mailing a check as soon as
possible. Please call us if you need additional information concerning this balance. We appreciate the
opportunity to do business with your company.

Very truly yours,
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Sample Second Request for Payment

Date:

To:

(Customer)

On

, 19___we notified you of your overdue account in the amount

of $

To date we still have not received payment.

Because of the age Of this balance, we must demand full payment of your account within the next
ten days. If payment is not received by this date, we will be forced to place your account on credit hold
and cease doing business with your company until such time as the account is paid in full. I would
appreciate your immediate attention to this matter.

If you have already remitted your payment, please disregard this request.

Very truly yours,
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Sample Request for Information or Payment

Date:

To:

(Customer)

Dear

I consider it my obligation to our customers to investigate all cases in which business relationships
have been terminated or an overdue account exists.

Our credit department has called my attention to their repeated communications to you about your
unpaid balance of $___ . Although we are concerned with payment, we are equally concerned about
retaining you as a valued customer.

If for some reason you cannot make full payment on this account, would you please tell me about
it with a short note on the back of this letter, returning it to me personally? Certainly, if you wish to
propose installment payments, I will give this every consideration.

Very truly yours,
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Sample Debt Acknowledgment

The undersigned hereby acknowledges that the present balance owed t o ___________________
___________________________________________ __ (Company), by the undersigned is in the amount
of $________________ , inclusive of all accrued interest and other permitted charges to date. Copies of
all invoices that constitute the outstanding debt being acknowledged in this letter are attached. We further
acknowledge that there are no credits or set-offs against this account balance.

Date:

Customer
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Sample Installment Payment Agreement Acknowledgment

Date:

To:

(Customer)

Dear

I am pleased that we could resolve your outstanding balance by accepting your agreement to pay
the $_______________ , balance in ___(weekly/monthly) payments of $___________________ e a c h ,
including interest at an annual percentage rate of XX.XX % on the unpaid balance. We look forward
to receiving your first payment o n ________________ , 19___ .

Your future business is also appreciated and, upon payment of the account, we will consider the
extension of further credit.

Very truly yours,
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Sample Final Notice Before Legal Action

Date:

To:

(Customer)

We have repeatedly requested payment of $

on your overdue account. Our demands

for payment have been ignored.

Accordingly, we shall turn this account over for collection within the next ten days unless payment
or an acceptable proposal for payment is obtained.

Enforced collection on this obligation may result in additional legal or court costs to you.

Very truly yours,
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Sample Transmittal for Collection
Date:

To:

(Attorney or Collection Agency)

We are enclosing our records on the following unpaid accounts and requesting your collection of same:

Account Name(s)

Balance Owed

Please provide us with interim reports on activity.

Very truly yours,
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Sample Request for Status Report

Date:

To:

(Attorney or Collection Agency)

Please advise as to the status of the collection efforts on the following case(s) previously turned
over to you.

Account(s)

Very truly yours,
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SUGGESTED SOURCES OF INDUSTRY DATA

Credit and collections data and other information about various industries are available from
several sources. The following sources either provide this information or will direct the practitioner to
other sources.
Publications
Directories and Reports
Best’s Insurance Reports. Oldwick, N.J.: A.M. Best Company. Annual.
City directories, which contain statistical and other useful information, are published by many cities.
Credit and Sales Reference Directory. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Credit Information Group, Motor and
Equipment Manufacturers Association. This directory covers 25,000 automotive industry
distributors in North America. It is published three times a year.
Credit Manual o f Commercial Laws. Columbia, Md.: National Association of Credit Management.
Annual.
Creditor’s Rights Handbook by D.M. Lynn and Don Campbell. Published annually by Clark Boardman
Company, Ltd., 435 Hudson Street, New York, N.Y. 10014, (800) 221-9428, (212) 929-7500.
Encyclopedia o f Associations: 1993. 27th ed. 3 volumes. Deborah M. Burek, ed. Detroit: Gale Research
Inc., 1993. This directory is updated annually.
Encyclopedia o f Associations: Regional, State, and Local: 1992-93. 3rd ed. Susan Boyles Martin, ed.
5 volumes. Detroit: Gale Research Inc., 1992.
Encyclopedia o f Business Information Sources: 1991-92. 9th ed. James Way, ed. Detroit: Gale Research
Inc., 1990.
Dun & Bradstreet Reports. Annual reports of key business statistics and ratios by industry.
Moody’s Investor Service, 99 Church Street, New York, N.Y. 10007, (212) 553-0300. Publishes a
variety of industrial and financial manuals and reviews.
Polk’s Bank Directory. R.L. Polk & Company, Box 1340, Nashville, Term. 37202. This directory covers
15,000 banks and their branches worldwide, the Federal Reserve System, and other U.S.
government and state government banking agencies, and bank holding, commercial finance, and
leasing companies. This information is included in the North American edition, which includes
the U.S., Canada, Mexico, and Central America, and is published semiannually. In addition, an
international edition, which excludes the United States, is published annually.
Robert Morris Associates Annual Statement Studies. This directory contains industry standard ratios listed
by standard industry codes (SIC) for companies of various asset sizes.
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Small Business Sourcebook: 1992. 6th ed. Carol A. Schwartz, ed. Detroit: Gale Research Inc., 1992.
Standard & Poor's Corporation, 25 Broadway, New York, N.Y., 10004, (212) 208-8000. Publications
and on-line services that provide financial and statistical information on public and private
corporations.
State and Local Statistics Sources: 1992-93. 2nd ed. M. Balachandran and S. Balachandran, eds. Detroit:
Gale Research Inc., 1993.
Thomas Register o f American Manufacturers and Thomas Register Catalog File. Thomas Publishing
Company, One Penn Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10019, (212) 290-7310. The Thomas Register
contains information, including company profiles, about more than 120,000 manufacturing firms
in the U.S. and Canada.
Periodicals
Business Credit. A monthly published by the National Association of Credit Management, 520 Eighth
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10018, (212) 947-5070.
Consumer Trends. A monthly published by the International Credit Association, 234 N. Lindbergh
Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo. 63141, (314) 991-3030.

Trade Associations and Other Organizations
Industry data and other information may be available from trade associations and various local
organizations and agencies, such as better business bureaus, bonding companies, chambers of commerce,
and state regulatory agencies. Information about credit and collections practices and experience in general
and for particular industries may be available from the following organizations.
Associated Credit Bureaus
1090 Vermont Avenue, N.W.
No. 200
Washington, DC 20005-4905
(202) 371-0910
Offers computerized services and compiles statistics.
Council of Better Business Bureaus
1515 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22209
(703) 276-0100
Operates a national consumer statistical program.
Fiber Producers Credit Association
71 West 23rd Street
New York, NY 10010
(212) 741-2246
Provides a credit information exchange for suppliers to the textile trade.
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Media Credit Association
575 Lexington Avenue, Room 540
New York, NY 10022
(212) 752-0055
Offers a credit guideline service to members, who are mainly magazine publishers.
National Association of Credit Management
8815 Centre Park Drive
Columbia, MD 21045
(410) 740-5560
National Construction Machinery Credit Group
315 S. Northwest Highway
Park Ridge, IL 60068
(312) 696-3000
Exchanges credit information and experience among its members, who are manufacturers of road
construction machinery equipment.
National Retail Merchants Association
100 West 31st Street
New York, NY 10001
(212) 244-8780
New York Credit and Financial Management Association
71 West 23rd Street
New York, NY 10010
(212) 741-2266
An association of credit and financial executives of manufacturing firms, wholesalers, banks, advertising
agencies, insurance companies, and accounting firms. The association operates a nationwide collection
division for past due accounts for its members, and it fosters special industry trade groups.
Robert Morris Associates - National Association of Bank Loan and Credit Offices
1650 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 851-9100
Library
1616 National Bank Building
Philadelphia, PA 19107
(215) 665-2850
Approximately 15,000 commercial loan and credit officers representing commercial and savings banks
and savings and loan institutions comprise this association. It conducts research and professional
development activities in loan administration, asset management, and commercial lending and Credit.
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In addition to these organizations, a consortium of credit groups operates from 1100 Main Street,
Buffalo, NY 14209, (716) 885-4444. These groups collect, compute, and exchange factual ledger
experience information. They include the following:
•

Forms Manufacturers Credit Interchange. Manufacturers of business forms selling primarily to
business forms dealers and distributors.

•

Giftware Manufacturers Credit Interchange. Manufacturers and importers of giftware, tabletop
accessories, and china.

•

Sporting Goods Manufacturers Credit Interchange. Manufacturers of sporting goods who sell
primarily to golf and tennis professionals, mass merchandisers, dealers, and recreational outlets.
This interchange also maintains the Tennis Manufacturers Credit Group and the Golf
Manufacturers Credit Group.
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READER’S RESPONSES TO ASSISTING CLIENTS IN DEVELOPING CREDIT AND
COLLECTIONS POLICIES
Your assessment of this practice aid will help to ensure that future publications of the Management
Consulting Services Division will be valuable to practitioners. Please photocopy this questionnaire and
complete and mail or fax it to Editor/Coordinator, Management Consulting Services Division,
AICPA, Harborside Financial Center, 201 Plaza Three, Jersey City, NJ 07311-3881, facsimile
number (201) 938-3329.
Thank you for your assistance.
1. How familiar were you with this subject before you read this practice aid?
0
1
2
3
4
5
Unfamiliar
Somewhat familiar
My area of expertise
2. How useful is the practice aid to your practice?
0
1
2
3
Not useful at all

4
5
Extremely useful

3. Is there additional information that you think should have been included or information that should
be modified in this practice aid? Y es____ No ____
If yes, please explain___________________________________________________________________

4. Do you think that an advanced level practice aid on this subject should be available?
Y es____ No ____
5. What other subjects would you like to see covered in Consulting Services Practice Aids?

6. How did you learn about the availability of this practice aid?
Received it as a member benefit ____
Other (please explain) _________________________________

Additional comments and suggestions

Name and address (optional)

CONSULTING SERVICES PUBLICATIONS
Title

Series Number

Product Number

Small Business Consulting Practice Aids Series
Assisting Small Business Clients in Obtaining Funds
Assisting Clients in Maximizing Profits: A Diagnostic Approach
Effective Inventory Management for Small Manufacturing Clients
Business Planning
Diagnosing Management Information Problems
Developing a Budget
Cash Management
Evaluating and Starting a New Business
Assessing Franchise Opportunities
Assisting Professional Clients in Pricing Services Using Budgeting
Techniques
Developing Management Incentive Programs
Improving Organizational Structure
Developing and Improving Clients’ Recruitment, Selection,
and Orientation Programs
Assisting Closely Held Businesses to Plan for Succession
Assisting a Financially Troubled Business
Assisting Clients to Establish an Outside Advisory Board
Conducting a Valuation of a Closely Held Business
Assisting Clients in Controlling Costs and Expenses
Assisting Clients in Developing Credit and Collections Policies

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1
3
4
6
9
10
11
12
13
14

055018
055268
055272
055291
055323
055338
055342
055357
055361
055376

No. 15
No. 16
No. 92-2

055377
055378
055133

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

92-3
92-8
93-2
93-3
93-7
94-3

055134
055140
055141
055148
055149
055154

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

93-5
2
3
4
5
6
93-1

055145
055906
055910
055925
055930
055131
055144

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

92-1
92-4
92-9
94-1
94-2

055132
055135
055142
055150
055153

Practice Administration Aids Series
Developing a Consulting Services Control and Management Program
Cooperative Engagements and Referrals
Written Communication of Results in MAS Engagements
Starting and Developing an MAS Practice
Communicating With Clients About MAS Engagement Understandings
Human Resources Planning and Management for an MAS Practice
Managing Consulting Services: A Focus on Profitability

Industry Consulting Practice Aids Series
Restaurants and Food-Service Establishments
Law Firms
Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations
Dental Practices
Nursing Homes

(continued)

Series Number

Title

Product Number

Technical Consulting Practice Aids Series
Financial Ratio Analysis
Mergers, Acquisitions, and Sales
Conversion to a Microcomputer-Based Accounting System
Assisting Clients in Developing an Employee Handbook
Microcomputer Training
Disaster Recovery Planning
Automating Small and Medium-Sized Businesses in Selected
Industries
Preparing Financial Models
Selecting a Telecommunications System
Providing Litigation Services
Assisting Clients in Developing Policies and Procedures for
Electronic Spreadsheet Applications

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

3
8
11
12
14
15
92-5

055041
055094
055126
055127
055129
055130
055136

No.
No.
No.
No.

92-6
92-7
93-4
93-6

055137
055138
055145
055156

No. 93-1

048561
048562

No. 93-2
No. 93-3

048563
048564

No. 93-4

048566

Special Reports
Using Graphics to Enhance MAS Presentations
Application o f AICPA Professional Standards in the Performance of
Litigation Services
Conflicts of Interest in Litigation Services Engagements
Comparing Attest and Consulting Services: A Guide for
the Practitioner
Microcomputer Communications

Software (running on WordPerfect 5.1)
Small Business Consulting Tool: Diagnostic Review Checklist for Maximizing Profits

055010

To obtain any of these publications, call the AICPA Order Department at 800-862-4272, or order via
at 800-362-5066.

055154

